Bikes

The best way to get to know a city is walking around it as much as you
can. In this case, instead of walking, the bike would be your partner and
will take you to undisclosed places or to the main center of the city.
This transportation can be hired in Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia,
Sevilla… you choose the destination and we bring the bikes and all the
material needed.
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Trixis

Trixis are the unique answer to the challenge of urban traffic. The
environmentally friendly runabout is at once a reliable taxi, an
attractive advertising medium, and a popular leisure vehicle.
Trixi combines a streamlined drive system, sophisticated engineering,
modern design and special travelling comfort.
„It seems to be awful hard fort he driver.“ – This , or a similar sentence
is usually the first thing that comes to the mind of pedestrians when
thinking about taking a ride in a Trixi. No need for restraint! Every Trixi
vehicle is equipped with a powerful electrical engine to support the
driver when going up hills or with heavy transports.
Generally you should not worry about the drivers, they all are quite in
shape and proud on their abilities.
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Patinetes

Apart from the Trixis we also offer kickbikes. They have two wheels like
a bike but have a bigger front wheel and a smaller back wheel.. In the
middle there is a platform to put the feet.
The kickbikes are ideal for outdoor activities like group tours,
gymkhanas or cultural tours. They combine any team activity with a
great fun.
Thanks to the success of the kickbikes during the first year we have
increased the fleet to 100 units and we offer the possibility to transport
them in the whole of Spain and the whole year round (except Christmas
time). We can also provide guides, create special routes, organize
aperitifs etc. Since many years we cooperate with the most prestigious
event agencies.

If you like doing outdoor activities like walking, cycling or doing exercise
in general you will love the kickbikes.
For sure it is the most fun transport media you have ever tried and on
top it allows you to get to know places, do cultural tours or just enjoy
being outdoor.
The interest for this type of activities is growing everywhere not only on
a private basis but especially for group activities.
The kickbikes are designed for moving along cycling paths or pedestrian
zones; this way it is possible to visit the nicest, most interesting and
quite places of the city.
They are elegant, secure and fast, as the allow you to move in a third
part of the time that you would require by foot.
They are also designed for longer tours. You decide the rhythm and the
speed
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Segway Tour
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From the old city to the most modern one!

Imagine traveling through 2000 years of history on a Segway,
discovering Roman ruins and medieval palaces and enjoying the breeze,
the taste and the flavors of any city.
The Segway Tour takes you on a fun sightseeing trip from the city's old
town to the modern promenades, covering all the must seen district
that a city has.

Watch the video
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Grand Prixe Race

To enjoy a land sailing mini-yatch race is easy. If the track has a good
entry of wind and the ground is flat, in a few minutes under the
watchful eye of an instructor, you’ll be having fun and racing “against”
your friends, family or colleagues.
HOW IT WORKS GRAND PRIX RACE?
For large groups (10 to 20 people), Grand Prix Race is land sailing
regatta where the participants taste the thrill of land sailing
competition.

Consist in:






Welcome and registration of participants
Introduction to land sailing piloting (20 minutes)
Rounds training and “Pole position”
The race
Awards ceremony

From 2-3 hours

Check out the video!
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Land sailing

This is a dynamic and fun land sailing race in which the group is
organized by teams.
After a theoretical and practical explanation of carriage assembly,
participants each take a role escuderia: pilot, in charge of sails, wind
readers, wheels, axles … all have a function that is essential.
The car must be mounted to be competitive and to win the race.
The activity consists of:
Welcome and registration of pilots, company speech.
Explanation of how the car is mounted.
Organization teams and assembling cars.
Session initiation in land sailing.
Training Rounds
Team relay race
Awards

It is possible to arrange a meal in a nearby restaurant or at our Club
House by the track.
Participants: From 20 to 80 people

From 4-6 hours
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Hot Air Balloon

This thrilling and serene activity begins at dawn, the first step is the
inflation of the balloon, guest that wish to cooperate are welcome to do
so. After instructions, passengers will have the sensation of floating in
the wind.
There team of support vehicles on land will follow the hot air balloon
always maintaining radio communication.
At the landing a picnic and ballooning certificates will be waiting to
celebrate this unforgettable experience.
Then ground crew will take everyone back to the point of takeoff.

Watch the video
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Take-off Fields

SEGOVIA:
The location of the take off field is on:
Calle April 3 S / N
This is right next to the Motocross Camp of Segovia.
TOLEDO:
The location of the take off field is on:
Right by the Fair ground Peraleda.
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Parasailing

A sport in which a person jumps from a high place (such as a cliff or an
airplane) and uses a special kind of parachute to float down to the
ground.
The conditions to practice this sport are simple; just a few wind and a
lot of or energy to enjoy it!

Watch the video
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In the water …

Fast & Fun

Green water vehicules

In this category Corsa Nautica offers:

 Jetsky
 Jetboat
 Flyboat
 Hoverboard
 Wake/Ski

All this activities available the possibility for friends and family to come
along and see the activity from the boat.
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Scuba Diving
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If you want to discover the marine world hidden beneath the waves of

the Mediterranean, come and make your scuba diving debut with
Blaumar. You'll go out on a boat with all the equipment you'll need so
you can learn to dive with an expert guide who will be with you at all
times.
You'll climb aboard the boat and when you get to the designated spot
the guide will give you step-by-step instructions and explain everything
you'll need to know so you can begin to dive, enjoying the almost total
silence accompanied only by the sound of your breathing. Enjoy the
biodiversity of the surroundings: fish, starfish, corals and the seaweed
billowing to the rhythm of the waves.
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Fun Toys
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Ideal to enjoy and have fun with your friends or family or coworkers.
Fun toys include:
 Bananas
 Parasailing
 Fly fish
 Crazy Sofa
 Kayak
 Windsurf
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Catamaran
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Providing safety and pleasure when sailing, along with the sheer quality
of living, this experience Is something to share with friends, family
and7or colleagues.
The absence of keels evidently characterizes a catamarans sailing,
making them much faster than a normal sailboat and incomparably
more comfortable than any other motorboat.
Give your guest the possibility to relax in this 14 meter length
catamaran.
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CONTACT US:
OUR FIRM, MISSION STATEMENT AND VALUES:
+ 34 914 230 016
•
•
•

Quality, training and growth
Business vision
Commitment to our clients

•

Know-how - More than 17 years experience and with more than 1,200
successfully managed events gives us an extensive know-how of the client’s
needs and goals when organizing an event
Original Ideas: Finding the perfect reward is not an easy task, that's why we
devote every effort into finding the most original ideas which are appropriate for
your event.
Marcom services: Our total service, a key product in hand with a highly
competitive price level. Internally we have all the resources and knowledge
necessary to carry out your requests.
Innovation: To be the first to hit the right target always has its rewards. We
generate innovative products so that your customers are first in line.
Quality: Our quality policy covers all areas of our services, providing methods
from planning through necessary services to the exploration of additional
resources.
Integrating value: An innovated, global and creative service at the best quality
and at the best market price available.

•
•
•
•
•

presstour.dmc@presstour.es

